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Authigenic carbonate minerals can preserve biosignatures of microbial anaerobic oxi-
dation of methane (AOM) in the rock record. It is not currently known whether the 
microorganisms that mediate sulfate- coupled AOM—often occurring as multicelled 
consortia of anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) and sulfate- reducing bacteria 
(SRB)—are preserved as microfossils. Electron microscopy of ANME- SRB consortia in 
methane seep sediments has shown that these microorganisms can be associated with 
silicate minerals such as clays [Chen et al., Sci. Rep. 4, 1–9 (2014)], but the biogenicity 
of these phases, their geochemical composition, and their potential preservation in the 
rock record is poorly constrained. Long- term laboratory AOM enrichment cultures in 
sediment- free artificial seawater [Yu et al., Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 88, e02109- 21 
(2022)] resulted in precipitation of amorphous silicate particles (~200 nm) within clus-
ters of exopolymer- rich AOM consortia from media undersaturated with respect to 
silica, suggestive of a microbially mediated process. The use of techniques like correlative 
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), scanning electron microscopy with energy dis-
persive X- ray spectroscopy (SEM- EDS), and nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(nanoSIMS) on AOM consortia from methane seep authigenic carbonates and sediments 
further revealed that they are enveloped in a silica- rich phase similar to the mineral phase 
on ANME- SRB consortia in enrichment cultures. Like in cyanobacteria [Moore et al., 
Geology 48, 862–866 (2020)], the Si- rich phases on ANME- SRB consortia identified 
here may enhance their preservation as microfossils. The morphology of these silica- rich 
precipitates, consistent with amorphous- type clay- like spheroids formed within organic 
assemblages, provides an additional mineralogical signature that may assist in the search 
for structural remnants of microbial consortia in rocks which formed in methane- rich 
environments from Earth and other planetary bodies.

ANME- SRB | methane seeps | microbial biomineralization | amorphous silica | microfossils

The anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) is a microbially driven syntrophic process in 
ocean sediments worldwide that modulates methane flux and mediates the production of 
authigenic minerals, including carbonates and iron sulfides. AOM is frequently mediated 
by multicellular consortia of anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) and sulfate-  
reducing bacteria (SRB) which couple the oxidation of methane to sulfate reduction (1, 
2). The production of one mole each of bicarbonate and sulfide increases porewater alka
linity in two total units in zones of AOM activity per mole of oxidized methane, driving 
the precipitation of carbonate minerals (3, 4) following Eq. 1:

 

[1]

Geochemical modeling (5) and isotope signatures (6, 7) in methane seep carbonates imply 
rapid precipitation rates during early diagenesis, suggesting that the activity of ANME- SRB 
consortia within these rocks and sediments stimulate carbonate precipitation (8, 9). 
Therefore, it is surprising that silicates—not carbonates— with compositions and platy 
morphologies similar to clay minerals have been found in intimate association with envi
ronmental ANME- SRB consortia (10, 11) recovered from methane seep sediments. These 
clay- like phases and Si- rich cements have been proposed to form on consortia through 
AOM- initiated dissolution of sedimentary Si- bearing minerals (e.g., clays, quartz, or 
diatom frustules) followed by reaction between dissolver porewater silicon (Si) and metal 
cations adsorbed to extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) coating ANME- SRB con
sortia exteriors, and possibly serving as sites for microbial surface adhesion (10). However, 
as these phases have thus far only been observed on ANME- SRB consortia recovered from 
methane seep sediments, the extent to which ANME- SRB consortia directly mediated 
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Significance

Anaerobic methanotrophic 
archaea (ANME) and sulfate- 
reducing bacteria (SRB) often 
associate as multicelled consortia 
in methane seep sediments and 
carbonates, with a poorly 
understood preservation potential 
in the rock record. Here, we 
provide evidence for microbially 
enhanced precipitation of an 
amorphous silica- rich phase on 
the exterior of ANME- SRB 
consortia both in methane- rich 
sediments, carbonates, and a 
methane- oxidizing laboratory 
enrichment culture. This 
consortia- associated mineral 
phase may represent a newly 
discovered microbially enhanced 
biomineralization mechanism, 
potentially involved in the 
preservation of fossilized ANME- 
SRB consortia in ancient methane 
seep carbonates. Our results 
expand on the knowledge of 
microorganisms and metabolisms 
facilitating silica mineralization, 
with important implications for 
the morphological and structural 
preservation of microbial fossils 
in deep time on Earth and other 
planetary bodies.
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the precipitation of these phases, as opposed to a passive attach
ment from the environment, remains unclear.

Understanding the biogenic vs. abiotic factors contributing to 
the observed Si- rich phases described from uncultured environ
mental AOM consortia from complex sediment matrices is a 
challenge. Authigenic silicate precipitation can occur abiotically 
in sediments through interactions between porewater Si and 
clay- type aluminosilicates (12). Additionally, microbially mediated 
sulfate- coupled methane oxidation increases porewater alkalinity, 
which can further enhance the dissolution of silicon from quartz, 
diatom frustules, and other sediment hosted silicate minerals, with 
silica subsequently redepositing on the exteriors of ANME- SRB 
consortia (10). Finally, microbial surface ligands can also favor the 
nucleation of amorphous silica, as previously suggested for 
ANME- SRB consortia (10), and for microorganisms in hot 
springs and geothermal systems (13).

In this study, we leverage our sediment- free methane- oxidizing 
anaerobic enrichment cultures of ANME- 2 and SRB (14) and 
laboratory- maintained authigenic seep carbonates with active endo
lithic AOM consortia (15) to examine the potential production of 
these Si- rich phases outside of the sediment environment and under 
chemically controlled laboratory conditions. ANME- SRB consor
tia in our enrichment cultures have abundant Si- rich nanopartic
ulate spheres embedded in EPS, while the exteriors of many 
carbonate- hosted endolithic AOM consortia were encrusted in 
Si- rich rims. Notably, the de novo production of these Si- rich 
phases on ANME- SRB consortia in culture occurred from solu
tions undersaturated with respect to Si. Therefore, it is suggestive 
of bona fide precipitation of a Si- rich phase under active 
sulfate- coupled methane oxidation mediated by ANME- SRB con
sortia, both in cultures and in a diversity of methane seep habitats, 
including carbonates (15) and sediments.

As authigenic silicates can entomb and preserve organic carbon 
(16, 17), the involvement of ANME- SRB consortia in facilitating 
silicate precipitation may enhance the preservation of methane-  
associated microbial biomass in fossil seep environments, fre
quently occurring as 13C depleted carbonate mounds and crusts 
(18, 19). Previous work by our group and others has demonstrated 
active methanotrophic ANME- SRB consortia living within the 
interiors of modern seep carbonates (8, 9, 20), and has docu
mented mineral precipitates with consortium- like size and mor
phology (21). However, we have not yet identified living or fossil 
ANME- SRB consortia directly in seep carbonates with high pres
ervation potential such as that observed in other microbial eco
systems conferred by early silica precipitation (22). We posit that 
the silica encrustation of endolithic ANME- SRB consortia within 
seep carbonates could enhance their long- term preservation and 
represents a key trait for identifying fossilized ANME- SRB con
sortia in the rock record.

Results

ANME- SRB Consortia in Sediment- free Enrichment Cultures 
are Associated with Nanoscale Amorphous Si- rich Spherical 
Particles. We investigated the hypothesis of ANME and SRB- 
mediated silicate precipitation (10) by examining anaerobic 
methane- oxidizing ANME- 2 and SRB consortia enriched from 
seep sediments after 5 y of anoxic cultivation in the laboratory. 
The inoculum for these slow- growing sediment- free cultures 
was sourced from a seep sediment, and maintained under 
methane headspace in artificial seawater as described in ref. 
14. Using correlated fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive 
X- ray spectroscopy (EDS) imaging (Fig. 1 A–C) on the AOM 

enrichment cultures, we identified multiple AOM consortia in an 
EPS matrix that were covered with clusters of ~200 nm diameter 
spherical Si- rich particles (Fig. 1D). These were morphologically 
similar to previously reported amorphous silica- bearing spherical 
precipitates associated with cyanobacteria in hot springs (23, 24). 
The SEM imaging of consortium exteriors revealed the universal 
presence of Si- rich phases in these cultures, often embedded within 
carbon- rich EPS material connecting clusters of multiple ANME- 
SRB consortia (SI  Appendix, Fig.  S1). Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) analysis corroborated these findings, showing 
these Si phases were intimately integrated within the EPS matrix 
within which many dozens of AOM consortia were embedded 
(Fig. 1 E and F). Image analysis of this TEM data estimated a 
fairly uniform particle size for these silica spheres (230 ± 62 nm, 
n = 6,060), notably similar to the texture of authigenic silica 
precipitated during microbial respiration of iron- bearing clays 
(25). To compare these with environmentally acquired ANME- 
SRB consortia from seep sediments, we conducted high- resolution 
nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS) analysis 
of the spatial distribution of 28Si on TEM- sectioned consortia 
(Fig. 2 A–D), as well as correlated FISH- SEM- EDS on a AOM 
consortium after Ga+ focused ion beam milling [Fig. 2 E–G; (11). 
These independent analyses both demonstrated that the spatial 
distribution of silica- bearing particles associated with sediment- 
hosted ANME- SRB consortia from sediment was similar to that 
of the Si- rich precipitate observed on AOM consortia grown in 
sediment- free enrichment cultures (Fig. 1E). Specifically, this silica 
phase is localized to the exteriors of ANME- SRB consortia and is 
not present surrounding cells within consortia interiors.

Si- rich Phase on AOM Consortia Is Compositionally Distinct 
from Silica Minerals in Seep Sediment. Chemical analysis of the 
amorphous silica- rich phase associated with ANME- SRB consortia 
from our sediment- free enrichment cultures revealed that this 
phase had a similar composition to the Si- rich phases analyzed 
on environmental consortia directly extracted from methane seep 
sediments (Fig. 3A), suggesting that the composition of this Si- 
rich mineral phase is common to AOM consortia despite the large 
differences in conditions between the in situ seep environment 
and sediment- free AOM enrichment cultures. Notably, the 
composition of this amorphous silica- rich phase attached to 
AOM consortia was distinct from the siliciclastic methane seep 
sediment particles from which the original inoculum of ANME- 
SRB consortia was sourced. Mineral phases attached to AOM 
consortia recovered from both native seep sediments and within 
our sediment- free cultures typically had lower Si, Al, and Fe (~5–
20 atom % Si, ~0–5% Al, and ~0–3% Fe) than the sediment 
particles which hosted them (~15–25 atom % Si, ~5–10% Al, 
and ~3–10% Fe; Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). We note that 
raw atom % values calculated from EDS data may underrepresent 
Si, Al, and Fe in consortia given the high local C or O from 
proximal biomass. Thus, we characterized the composition of 
consortium- attached silica- rich precipitates by ratios of elements 
typically found in octahedral sites of clays (Mg, Al, Fe) to Si and 
found that AOM consortia had Al:Si ratios <0.37 and (Mg + Al 
+ Fe):Si ratios <0.5, which are generally lower than those of the 
sediment from which they were associated (Fig. 3). To determine 
whether clay- like phases might precipitate with respect to the 
activity of ions in our artificial seawater media (Dataset S4), we 
prepared mineral stability diagrams with the solution composition 
of our experiments (Fig.  3B and SI  Appendix, Fig.  S4). The 
predominant silicate minerals in equilibrium with this solution 
were clays (kaolinite and illite), feldspar (albite), and chlorite 
minerals (chamosite and clinochlore) (26). At our specific pH D
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and dissolved Si values, predominantly aluminosilicates related 
to 1:1 clays were in equilibrium with the solution composition 
(Fig. 3B), suggesting the Si- rich phases associated with ANME- 2/
SRB consortia may be associated with clays such as kaolinite 
(Fig.  3B). Precipitation of silica (amorphous or crystalline) 
would require a dissolved Si concentration at three orders of 
magnitude greater than the concentration in our experiment. 
Notably, the Si- rich phases attached to ANME- SRB consortia 
from this work were significantly more enriched in Si than cell- 
attached silicates previously used as a model for silica precipitation 
resulting from cation bridging by Fe or Al adsorbed on cell walls 
(27); (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Furthermore, the Al/Si ratios in the 
ANME- SRB- associated precipitates were consistently lower than 
expected in clay compositions (Fig. 3A), supporting the biologically 
mediated process in the Si enrichment in the precipitates.

Precipitated Si- rich Phases Attached to AOM Consortia in 
Culture. The long- term maintenance of our AOM enrichment 
cultures and the absence of a sediment matrix provided the 
opportunity to place additional constraints on the process by 
which amorphous silicate particles associate with ANME- SRB 
consortia. We formulated a simple model of ANME- SRB growth, 

using estimates of ANME- SRB doubling times from the literature 
(3 to 7.5 mo); (28–32), to roughly determine the maximum 
number of AOM consortia in the starting inoculum that would 
have resulted in a larger EPS- embedded aggregation of 55 or 
more ANME- SRB consortia (e.g., SI  Appendix, Fig.  S5) after 
5 y of anaerobic cultivation in sediment- free artificial seawater 
supplied with methane. Our simplified model assumes that the 
larger EPS embedded aggregations of AOM consortia observed in 
culture were formed by consortia growth since these clusters were 
not observed in the starting inoculum and in early time points 
of the enrichment. The results of this model (Fig. 3C) indicate 
that a 55- consortium cluster could have grown from no more 
than 2 consortia, assuming a conservative doubling time of 7.5 
mo. Doubling times shorter than ~6 mo in this model imply a 
55- consortium cluster would have grown from <1 consortium. 
Similarly, clusters with less than ~32 consortia with a doubling 
time of 7.5 mo are calculated to have grown from <1 consortium, 
suggesting these smaller aggregated AOM clusters formed from 
consortia during the laboratory incubation that were not originally 
part of the initial inoculum, or possibly represent clusters that 
separated from larger aggregations during the incubation or 
culture processing. Based on the observed and modeled AOM 

Fig. 1. Epifluorescence and microscopy of sediment- free ANME- 2/SRB consortia in laboratory incubations. (A–C) Correlated FISH, SEM, and EDS imaging of 
ANME- 2/SRB consortia and associated Si- rich phases. Dashed ovals outline individual AOM consortia within the cluster across all three panels. (A) FISH image 
of a cluster of ANME- SRB consortia, with ANME- 2 cells stained in pink and inferred SRB cells in blue. (B) Paired SEM image of the same cluster of AOM consortia 
in (A) where red arrows denote areas enriched in silica. Red Inset box: 2X magnified view of ~200 nm amorphous silica spheres. (C) EDS map showing elemental 
distribution, where yellow is carbon associated with ANME- SRB biomass, with silicon (blue) is concentrated in the extracellular matrix around individual AOM 
consortia. (D) Higher magnification SEM image showing nanoscale silica spheres associated with AOM consortia. (E and F) TEM cross- section of ANME- SRB 
consortia and closely associated Si- rich particles (red arrow).
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consortia growth, we reason that the Si- rich phases detected in 
the extracellular matrix surrounding and in between individual 
AOM consortia must have developed over the 5- y enrichment 
period, as essentially all consortia associated with amorphous silica 
in the enrichment cultures were predicted based on the modeled 
doubling times to have grown after inoculation.

The concentration of dissolved silica in four sediment- free 
AOM enrichments and the artificial seawater medium was 

measured using ICP- MS calibrated standards, and these values 
were compared with the [Si] equilibria of abiotic processes known 
to generate amorphous silica, including silica precipitation (33) 
and sorption of Si to clay minerals (34); (Table 1). Unlike in 
several previous experiments examining potential microbial silicate 
biomineralization, where precipitation on bacterial or archaeal cell 
surfaces was only observed under conditions supersaturated with 
respect to clay (27, 35, 36) or silica precipitation (37–41), the 

Fig. 2. Images of ANME- SRB consortia isolated from sediments. (A and B) NanoSIMS 12C14N maps; (C and D) NanoSIMS 28Si maps of the same ANME- SRB consortia 
shown in (A and B), respectively, where silicon can be observed forming rims around the consortia. Lighter colors indicate higher counts, shown by the bars 
to the left of the images. (E) FISH of a sediment- associated ANME- SRB consortium, with ANME in pink and SRB in green. (F) SEM of the consortium in (E) after 
FIB section. (G) Elemental composition by EDS along a transect of the consortium in (F), which shows higher C and N relative abundances in the interior and an 
enrichment in Si and Al at the edges of the consortia.
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silica concentrations (21 to 64 μM) in the artificial seawater media 
and sediment- free enrichments (Table 1) were several orders of 
magnitude below [Si] for abiotic silicate precipitation [4.3 mM 
(42). Neither silica or aluminum were directly added to the arti
ficial seawater media (14); however, it is possible that traces of 
these elements may have leached from the walls of the glass serum 
vials or were present as part of the original sediments where the 
aggregates were retrieved from. The active formation of Si- rich 
phases attached to ANME- SRB consortia in enrichment media 
undersaturated with respect to Si suggests formation by a yet 
unknown mechanism that is likely mediated by an aspect of the 
physiology of the methanotrophic ANME- 2 and/or associated 
SRB partners, given the intimate physical association between 
silica and AOM consortia in the sediment- free enrichment 

cultures. It has been shown that monomers of silicic acid can 
condense forming soluble polymeric silicic acid (PSA) particles 
which can aggregate at pH <7 (43). Local low pH conditions 
within ANME- SRB consortia, favorable for PSA formation, may 
be enhanced by direct extracellular electron transfer between 
ANME archaea and their SRB partner, where a build- up of pro
tons from methane oxidation is predicted to accumulate resulting 
in local pH gradients (44), with contributions from silica disso
lution and carbonate precipitation (10). Organic polymers may 
also enhance the condensation of monomeric silicic acid, leading 
to the formation of silica nanoparticles (43). The specific mecha
nism of formation and whether organic ligands are responsible 
for the precipitation of silica on the surfaces of ANME- SRB con
sortia remains an outstanding question at this time, but with 

Fig. 3. Composition of Si- rich phases associated with ANME- SRB consortia isolated from sediments and in sediment- free incubations. (A) Elemental ratios of 
EDS- acquired compositional data of ANME- SRB consortium- attached Si- rich phases extracted directly from methane seep sediments (“ANME- SRB”) or grown under 
sediment- free conditions (“sed. free”) compared with the range of compositions of sediments from three different seep sediment locations from Northern and 
Southern California and the Costa Rican margin from which the AOM consortia were recovered (“sed.”). Sampling location details can be found in Materials and 
Methods. Reference clay mineral compositions are also noted [arrows on right; montmorillonite (mont), illite (ill), chlorite (chl)]. Also shown is the composition of 
three different Si- rich rings surrounding carbon- rich cell aggregates in a seep carbonate. (B) Predicted mineral stability diagram for silicate mineral formations 
in the experimental solution composition with both illite, smectite, and kaolinite included as clay minerals. Feldspar refers to albite; Chlorite(1) and Chlorite(2) 
refer to chamosite and clinochlore, respectively; and the red bar corresponds to ICP- MS measurement of [Si] in artificial seawater media from the sediment- 
free AOM enrichments. Crystalline or amorphous silica precipitation would require higher dissolved silica and lower pH values. (C) A general model of AOM 
consortia growth showing the estimated final number of consortia (contours) within a cluster as a function of the initial consortia numbers within the enrichment, 
constrained by the range of reported values for ANME- SRB doubling times (dashed lines).
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continued progress in cultivation for these slow- growing meth
anotrophic consortia, complementary detailed analyses will likely 
be possible in the future.

Amorphous Si- rich Minerals Occur on Endolithic ANME- SRB 
Consortia in Seep Carbonates. The preservation of AOM sig
natures in paleo- methane seeps primarily exists within authigenic 
carbonates, where mineral, isotopic, and lipid biosignatures provide 
evidence for past sulfate- coupled methane oxidation activity 
catalyzed by ANME and SRB that are analogous to those observed 
in modern methane seep ecosystems worldwide (21, 48, 49). As the 
greatest potential for Si- enhanced preservation of microfossils of 
AOM consortia is likely to be found within authigenic carbonates, 
we extended our investigation to active endolithic AOM consortia 
within modern methane seep carbonates and the possibility that 
these assemblages, like those in sediments and enrichment culture, 
also showed evidence of silica precipitation. To investigate this 
possibility, we examined an authigenic carbonate sample composed 
primarily of calcite collected from an active deep- sea methane 
seep site found off the coast of Costa Rica (~1,800 m depth). 
Preliminary analyses of 16S rRNA gene sequences from subsamples 
of this seep carbonate in our group showed a dominance of 
ANME- 2c and ANME- 3 archaea, as well as members of SeepSRB1 
active sulfate- coupled AOM activity. Correlated epifluorescence 
microscopy using the general DNA stain DAPI (Fig. 4A) and SEM 
imaging (Fig. 4B) of a resin- embedded and sectioned sample of this 
seep carbonate revealed ~10–20 μm diameter consortia composed 
of tightly packed cocci cells. SEM- EDS analysis revealed these 
electron- dense regions were more C- rich than the surrounding 
carbonate matrix (Fig. 4C) and notably, were directly associated 
with Si- rich rims (Fig. 4D), similar to the environmental ANME- 
SRB consortia analyzed from seep sediment. FISH hybridization 
of these embedded endolithic aggregates in thin section confirmed 
that they were in fact ANME- 2/SRB (Fig.  5 and SI Appendix, 
Fig.  S6), and correlated SEM (SI  Appendix, Fig.  S7) and EDS 
of these taxonomically defined consortia (Fig. 5) confirmed the 
close association of Si with the consortia exteriors (50). FISH 
hybridization of ANME- SRB aggregates in a carbonate matrix 
was only recently reported (20), and our work advances the study of 
endolithic AOM consortia in rock thin sections directly correlated 
with elemental composition of these consortia and their adjacent 
matrix. The morphology of the ANME- 2/SRB aggregates in the 
carbonates is consistent with FISH- identified ANME- 2/SRB 
consortia previously observed in sediments identified by FISH 
(51). Compositional spectra from EDS (Dataset S1) documented 
low Al, Fe, and Mg content (<0.6 % wt) in Si- rich rings, with 
(Mg + Al + Fe):Si and Al:Si ratios similar to those of Si- rich 
phases attached to ANME- SRB consortia recovered directly from 
seep sediments and in our sediment- free laboratory enrichment 
cultures (Fig. 3A; Datasets S2 and S3). Given the compositional 
and textural similarities between these Si- rich rings and the Si- rich 

phases associated with ANME- SRB consortia, we interpreted these 
Si- rich rings surrounding endolithic aggregates in seep carbonates 
to be analogous to those found encrusting ANME- SRB consortia 
originating from sediments.

Discussion

We observed and identified Si- rich phases on ANME- SRB consor
tium exteriors from seep sediments, authigenic carbonates, and 
sediment- free AOM enrichment cultures that were incubated in 
artificial seawater media undersaturated with respect to silica. 
Measurement of [Si] in sediment- free incubation media via ICP- MS 
precluded abiotic mechanisms of Si enrichment of consortium- 
attached Si- rich phases, as [Si] was too low to drive either amorphous 
silica precipitation or Si sorption on preexisting consortium- attached 
silicates. Additionally, most consortium- attached phases are enriched 
in Si with respect to detrital silicates in the sediments from which 
they were sourced, and also compared to known clay mineral 
compositions, suggesting that these phases are not simply a product 
of the attachment of clay minerals in sediment. For example, in 
Si- rich endmember clay compositions such as montmorillonite 
[(Na,Ca)0.33(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2·nH2O)], with a 2:1 ratio of 
tetrahedral to octahedral sheets and where Si occupies all tetrahedral 
sites, the octahedral cation to Si ratio is 0.5 (53); however, 
consortium- attached Si- rich phases had octahedral cation: Si ratios 
generally <0.5 (Fig. 3A). For comparison, methane seep sediment 
samples from which consortia were extracted had octahedral cation 
to Si ratios typically >0.5, consistent with clay minerals (Fig. 3A). 
These results contrast with a previous report of incrustation of AOM 
consortia with clay minerals (10), however, the phases reported in 
that study also had cation: Si ratios generally <0.5, implying there 
also existed minerals more enriched in Si compared to known clay 
minerals. Our mineral stability diagrams (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, 
Fig. S4) showed that the media solution chemistry was undersatu
rated with respect to quartz (amorphous or crystalline), but not with 
respect to clay precipitates, notably kaolinite (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, 
the morphology of our Si- enriched precipitates is not consistent with 
crystalline clay phases (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1), but rather 
with the spheroid- like particles expected for the formation of clays 
within organic assemblages (26). However, the Al/Si content is lower 
than what is found in clay composition. Altogether, our findings led 
us to propose that the Si- rich phase associated with AOM consortia 
was likely a result of two types of biological processes: biominerali
zation of Si- enriched precipitates from solutions undersaturated with 
respect to silica and the formation of clay precipitates in intimate 
associations with the organic/cellular assemblages.

Microbial precipitation of silica in undersaturated conditions 
has been previously proposed to be mediated by iron (39) and 
magnesium (54, 55) in solution. Experimental studies in cyano
bacteria have shown that sulfate- rich EPS and an increase in pH 
promoted by photosynthesis enhance the precipitation of 
magnesium- rich silica, where magnesium likely acts as a cation 
bridge between positively charged silicic acid and negative func
tional groups in the EPS (55). Although we did document a 
carbon- rich rim around two ANME- SRB consortia within the 
carbonate rock (Figs. 4B and 5A), consistent with the presence of 
EPS, this mechanism is not congruent with our observation that 
the silicates attached to ANME- SRB consortia have low Al, Fe, 
and Mg content (<0.6 % wt). In this study, Si- rich phases were 
observed in association with the exteriors of ANME- SRB consortia, 
consistent with a previously published study (10). This is surprising 
since cell interiors might be more conducive to silicification in 
undersaturated conditions, for example, as is observed in the intra
cellular Si- concentrating mechanisms in diatoms (56), but it is 

Table 1. Silica concentrations in sediment- free ANME- 
SRB incubations and sample locations

Location Si (μM) Reference

Santa Monica Basin porewater 110–300 (45)

Costa Rica cold seeps porewater 110–500 (46)

Eel River Basin porewater 700–1000 (47)

ANME- SRB sed- free enrichment 1 63.24 This study

ANME- SRB sed- free enrichment 2 21.08 This study

ANME- SRB sed- free enrichment 3 29.96 This study
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similar to observations of Si on the surfaces of cyanobacterial cells 
(54). The silicification at cell surfaces is thought to be mediated by 
EPS and magnesium in cyanobacteria (55), and during the reduc
tive dissolution of Fe3+- rich clay minerals by metal- reducing 
Shewanella oneidensis (25, 57), which appear to share common 
textural characteristics with the amorphous silica phase reported 
here (25). Notably, the involvement of AMME- 2/SRB consortia 
in extracellular electron transfer (EET) between partners (58) and, 
in some circumstances with iron or manganese oxides (e.g., ref. 
59), may point to the local generation of conditions favorable for 
silicification facilitated by EET. Silicate precipitation concomitant 
with microbial respiration of Fe in clay minerals (57, 60) has been 
proposed to occur through interactions with polyamines (60). 
Long- chain polyamines (>7 aminopropyl units) can precipitate 
silica from silica oligomers in undersaturated conditions (61), 
which is mediated by bacteria under natural (62) and experimental 
(60) saturated silica conditions. Microbially mediated silicate pre
cipitation has also been observed in the spore coat of Bacillus sub-
tilis, in this case mediated by a serine-  and arginine- rich protein 
(63). The zwitterionic nature of this protein conferred by serine 
and arginine residues is similar to that of silacidins and silaffins, 
proteins that mediate silica precipitation in diatoms (64, 65).

To explore potential biochemical mechanisms of Si- enriched 
mineral precipitation by ANME- SRB consortia, we screened the 

genomes (MAGs) of diverse ANME and syntrophic SRB assem
bled from metagenomic datasets (14, 66, 67). Following the 
approach of previous work targeting silaffin- like proteins in diatom 
genomes (68), we performed a search of our genomic database to 
find candidate proteins from ANME and SRB MAGs in 
sediment- free cultures with serine-  and arginine- rich domains. We 
also searched our genomic database for homologs of aminopropyl 
transferases. However, no definitive homologs known to be asso
ciated with silicate precipitation were identified. The fact that there 
are currently several independent pathways for microbially medi
ated silica precipitation described suggests there are likely addi
tional discoveries of biological mechanisms underlying this process. 
Different polyamines, such as copolypeptides with high block ratio 
of lysine and phenylalanine, polyallylamine, polyethylenimine, 
poly[acrylamide- co- 2- (dimethylamino)]ethyl methacrylate or 
amine terminated dendrimers can act as templates for silica for
mation in vitro (69). Additionally, several posttranslational mod
ifications (PTMs) have shown to be essential for the Si- precipitating 
property of silaffins, such as di-  or trimethylation or alkylation of 
lysine residues with N- methylated oligo- propyleneimine chains, 
hydroxylation and phosphorylation of all the trimethylated lysine 
residues at the δ- position, and phosphorylation of all serine 
hydroxyl groups. The PTMs introduce a significant amount of 
both positive and negative charges, which render the peptide zwit
terionic, a property critical for silica precipitation (70). These 
characteristics could be used as targets for searching and identifying 
potential proteins involved in this process. While the genomic 
mechanism currently remains elusive, our geochemical measure
ments (Fig. 3B) and modeling results (Fig. 3C) support the bio
logically mediated formation of Si- rich precipitates by AOM 
consortia in undersaturated conditions that is inconsistent with 
abiotic precipitation. Silicification relies on reactive cell surface lig
ands that can adsorb silica from solution, implying that cell surface 
charge may be critical for the initial silicification process (13). A 
neutral membrane, such as the one that enhances silica biominer
alization in the cyanobacterium Calothrix, would be hydrophobic, 
thus enhancing the attachment of silica (38). For negatively charged 
cells, metal cation bridges (e.g., Fe3+, Al3+) might be necessary for 
silicification since the organic ligands at cell surfaces would be elec
trostatically repulsed to the negatively charged silica species (13). 
Notably, the potential for proton buffering by polymerized silica 
previously demonstrated in diatoms (71) may also benefit the 
ANME- SRB methanotrophic syntrophy, where proton build- up is 
predicted to occur during direct interspecies electron transfer, as 
electron transfer is faster than proton diffusion, resulting in local 
pH gradients (72, 73). We suggest that future research focuses on 
investigating cell or consortia surface charges (74), and differences 
in the functional groups between the cell wall and EPS, to gain 
further insights into the silica precipitation mechanisms used spe
cifically by methanotrophic ANME- SRB consortia.

The mode of ANME- SRB biologically mediated silica precip
itation of clay- related Si- rich phases described in this study may 
be important for the preservation of organic carbon in seep car
bonates. Early diagenetic silica is observed in fossil seep carbonates 
spanning the Phanerozoic, where silica appears as fibrous and 
botryoidal cements replacing aragonite (49, 75–79). Early silica 
precipitation in seep carbonates can entomb organics; in one strik
ing example, preservation of Cretaceous chemosynthetic symbiotic 
tube worm chitin in early silica cements has been documented 
(80). The observations that ANME- SRB consortia precipitate 
Si- rich phases both in laboratory enrichment cultures and what 
appears to be in situ within seep sediments and authigenic car
bonates suggest that early amorphous silica cementation in seep 
carbonates may also improve the preservation potential of body 

Fig.  4. Correlated epifluorescence microscopy, SEM, and elemental 
analysis of endolithic microbial consortia and associated Si- rich phases in 
seep carbonate. (A) DAPI- stained putative endolithic ANME- SRB consortia 
embedded within the seep carbonate matrix. (B) Correlated SEM of the same 
microbial consortia shown in (A). (C and D) EDS analysis of the same consortia 
as in (A) and (B) showing carbon rich biomass (yellow, C) surrounded by Si- rich 
rings in blue (white arrows, D). Numbered points correspond to EDS point 
spectra (Dataset  S1) taken to compare elemental composition of rings to 
amorphous silica spheres attached to ANME- SRB consortia shown in Fig. 3A.
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fossils and associated organics from ANME- SRB consortia in 
ancient seeps. We propose that future work could use Si- rich rings 
around carbonaceous domains in fossil seep carbonates as a search 
image to examine the potential preservation of ANME- SRB con
sortia preserved in the rock record.

Conclusions

Silicates have been found in association with ANME- SRB con
sortia, but a proof of their direct involvement in silicate biomin
eralization was lacking. We provide evidence for common 
occurrence of Si- rich phases in carbonate and sediment- hosted 
consortia and show precipitation of Si- rich phases with clay- like 
chemistry and morphology by actively growing ANME- 2/SRB 
consortia in long- term AOM enrichment cultures. Our results 
suggest a direct role for methanotrophic microbial assemblages in 
the precipitation and evolution of silicate- bearing mineral struc
tures, a process possibly distinct from observed microbially medi
ated silicate biomineralization in diverse microorganisms, all of 

which have poorly understood mechanisms. As the early precip
itation of authigenic silicates is generally thought to improve the 
preservation potential of fossils (22, 81, 82), our results further 
support the possibility that massive chert precipitation as observed 
in classic microfossil localities such as the Gunflint (83) may not 
be critical for preserving microbial fossils in the rock record. 
Instead, microscale associations between microorganisms and 
amorphous Si- rich phases may provide adequate preservation 
potential, offering a search image in paleo- seep carbonates, and 
further serve as a geochemical trace fossil in the rock record.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection and Processing. Sediment samples analyzed in this study 
were collected by push coring using the submersible HOV Alvin and, the R/V 
Atlantis, and the ROV Doc Ricketts of the R/V Western Flyer from three seafloor 
methane seep sites, including the Eel River Basin in Northern California (AT 15- 
11, October 2006), off the coast of Costa Rica (AT 37- 13, May 2017), and in the 
Santa Monica Basin (October 2013). Push core (PC) samples PC14 and PC15 from 
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Fig. 5. Correlated epifluorescence microscopy and elemental analysis of ANME- 2- SRB consortia and associated Si- rich phases in seep carbonate. (A, B, and 
C) FISH- stained endolithic ANME- 2- SRB consortia (white arrows) embedded within the seep carbonate matrix. Cells hybridized with the ANME- 2 [ANME- 2- 712 
(52)] and SRB [DSS658 (1)] specific FISH probes are stained in red and green, respectively. (D, E, and F) Carbon maps from EDS analysis of the consortia shown in  
(A, B, and C), respectively. (G, H, and I) Silica maps from EDS analysis of the consortia shown in (A, B, and C), respectively. White arrows point at Si- rims surrounding 
the consortia. Numbered points correspond to EDS point spectra (Dataset S1) taken to compare elemental composition of rings to amorphous silica spheres 
attached to ANME- SRB consortia shown in Fig. 3A.
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Alvin dive AD4254 (AT 15- 11) were collected from a microbial mat proximal to an 
active methane seep site 520 m below sea level (mbsl) on the Northern Ridge of 
Eel River Basin (40.786533, −124.5951). Samples from the Costa Rica Margin 
(AT 37- 13) were obtained during Alvin dive AD4912 from a microbial mat (PC 6) 
collected at 1,811 mbsl in the Jaco Scar submarine landslide (9.1163, −84.8372). 
Sediment samples (PC 43) from the Santa Monica Basin originated from a sulfide- 
oxidizing microbial mat covered seep site (33.788835, −118.668298) at 863 
mbsl during dive DR 459. Samples were processed shipboard by extruding sed-
iment from the push core liner and sectioning sediment at 3 cm intervals and 
either frozen at −80 °C, PFA- fixed for microscopy, or heat sealed under anoxic 
conditions in Ar- sparged mylar bags at 4 °C for laboratory- based microcosm 
experiments. Additionally, authigenic carbonate samples were collected from the 
Jaco Scar site using the submersible HOV Alvin and the R/V Atlantis (AT42- 03, 
October–November 2018) for analysis of endolithic AOM consortia.

Density- based Separation of AOM Consortia from Sediments and 
Carbonates. Using a modified protocol (84), separation of ANME- SRB consortia 
from bulk sediment for downstream microscopy or cultivation was performed using 
a Percoll (Sigma- P1644) density gradient on an aliquot of seep sediment. Briefly, 
cells were disaggregated from bulk sediment by sonication for 3 × 10- s intervals 
on ice using a Branson Sonifier 50 with a power output of 4 W. The 1 mL aliquot 
of sonicated sediment was then pipetted onto 500 µL of a 100% Percoll density 
gradient and centrifuged at 18,000×g for 30 min at 10 °C using a Beckman–
Coulter Microfuge 18 centrifuge. The supernatant (~1 mL) was then pipetted into 
250 mL 1X PBS in a filter tower and vacuumed through a 5 µm polyethersulfone 
(PES) filter until ~50 mL solution remained in the tower, which was then diluted 
by ~200 mL 1X PBS added to the tower. Repeated filtration and dilution by 1X PBS 
was performed three times. We calculated this dilution and filtration to remove 
99.2% of the 500 µL Percoll [initially containing 0.43 µmol Si (G.E. Healthcare 
Life Sciences, 2018)] present in the density separation supernatant, with the final 
filtration step yielding a 1- mL aliquot used for downstream microscopy. According 
to this calculation, final [Si] from Percoll should not exceed 3.4 µM. For micros-
copy, cells were initially fixed by incubating a 1 mL aliquot of sediment with 4% 
glutaraldehyde overnight at 4 °C. For cultivation, the procedures were done in an 
anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratory Inc.) as previously described (14).

Establishment of a Sediment- free AOM Enrichment Culture and Seep 
Carbonate Incubations. The sediment- free enrichments of methane- oxidizing 
ANME- 2 and SRB are described in Yu et al. (14) Briefly, the enrichments were 
maintained with a CH4 headspace (2 bar) in 0.2 µm- filtered sterile defined arti-
ficial seawater media, which was exchanged periodically to remove metabolic 
by- products (i.e., bicarbonate, sulfide), while maintaining pH and replenishing 
sulfate.ANME- SRB consortia were separated from seep sediments by first homoge-
nizing deep sea methane seep sediments (from Santa Monica Basin) with 0.2- μm 
filter- sterilized and Ar- sparged seawater collected above the sampling site, and 
transferred into N2- sparged Pyrex bottles sealed with large butyl rubber stoppers 
as previously described (14). Percoll density separation under anoxic conditions 
was used to concentrate ANME- SRB consortia away from the sediment matrix, 
followed by anoxic filtration and washing on a 0.2 μm polycarbonate filter before 
transfer into N2- sparged artificial seawater in butyl stoppered 125 mL serum bot-
tles (sediment- free incubation; media composition from ref. 85). Field- collected 
deep- sea carbonate samples from Jaco Scar (Costa Rica margin) were placed in 
Pyrex bottles containing 0.2 μm filter sterilized N2- sparged seawater from the site. 
Both carbonate microcosms and sediment- free AOM enrichments were supplied 
with a CH4 headspace pressurized to ~2 atm and bottles were maintained in the 
dark at 10 °C. A partial exchange of spent media with the addition of 0.2 μm 
filter- sterilized Ar- sparged artificial seawater and CH4 was conducted every 3 mo 
to remove sulfide. Sediment- free incubations were maintained in these condi-
tions over ~5 y. Sulfate- reducing activity was monitored during the course of the 
incubations using a modified colorimetric Cline assay for hydrogen sulfide (86).

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) and Epifluorescence Microscopy 
of ANME- SRB Consortia Recovered from Methane Seep Sediments. 
Conventional fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with a single fluorophore 
on the 5′ end was used to identify ANME- SRB consortia for analysis of consortium 
exteriors. In this study, cells fixed by glutaraldehyde and Percoll- separated were 
filtered down or dried onto 0.2 µm EMD Millipore white polycarbonate filters 
(Code GTTP) and incubated in 50 µL hybridization buffer for 24 h at the appropriate 

formamide stringency, following published protocols (87). Percoll separation was 
only performed on samples from sediment- bearing incubations. In this study, we 
used probes targeting general Archaea [Arch915 (88), ANME- 2 [Eel932 (1), ANME- -
2a/b (89), and SRB [DSS658 (1). 4′,6- diamino- 2- phenylindole (DAPI) was subse-
quently applied as a counterstain, and filters were illuminated using an XCite Series 
120Q fluorescence source and imaged with a Qimage QIClick camera attached to 
an Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope using 60x (Olympus PlanApo N 
Oil, N.A. 1.42) and 100x (Olympus UPlan FL N Oil, N.A. 1.30) objectives. cellSens 
Dimension imaging software was used to acquire images. Epifluorescence image 
compositing was performed using the image processing software Q- Capture Pro 7.

NanoSIMS Analysis of ANME- SRB Consortia from Methane Seep 
Sediments. Sample preparation for NanoSIMS, analytical conditions, and image 
analysis were performed as described in McGlynn et al. (90). Briefly, AOM con-
sortia from incubation # 3730 incubation were fixed with glutaraldehyde and 
prepared for TEM thin sectioning using the embedding resin Durcupan (90). 
The samples were cut at 500- nm thickness and placed on an indium tin oxide 
(ITO) wafer and gold coated. NanoSIMS analyses used a cesium (Cs+) primary 
ion beam at ~1.3pA. Secondary ion images (12C- , 13C- , 12C14N- , 12C15N- , and 28Si) 
were acquired using a range of raster sizes (10 µm to 47 µm at 512 × 512). The 
primary beam settings were D1 = 3 and either ES = 2 or 3. Presputtering was 
performed at D1 = 0, ES = 2 until 12C-  counts were greater than 150,000 ct/s.

Fluorescence In  Situ Hybridization Imaging of Endolithic ANME- SRB 
Consortia within the Seep Carbonate Matrix. An authigenic carbonate sam-
ple from Jaco Scar (Costa Rica margin) was incubated for 1 y under the conditions 
described above for the sediment- free enrichment cultures. A fragment of this 
carbonate was then fixed in 1% PFA overnight at 4 °C, washed with 1X PBS buffer, 
and embedded in Epoxicure 2 (Buehler Ltd.). The resin- embedded section was 
subsequently glued to a 1- inch round wafer, sectioned by rock saw, and polished 
with alumina polishing film of grits 60, 30, 12, 5, and 2 mm to achieve a rock 
section thickness of about 50 mm. For FISH, a dehydration series (50%, 75%, 
and 100% ethanol, 1 min each) was performed on the thin section, followed by 
hybridization with probes targeting ANME- 2 [ANME- 2- 712 (52) and SRB [DSS658 
(1) in 40% formamide hybridization buffer, as previously described (87). 5 µg/
mL of a DAPI- Citifluor mounting medium was added prior to epifluorescence 
microscopy imaging. Epifluorescence pictures were taken with a fluorescence 
microscope (Elyra S.1, Zeiss) at 10x (EC Plan- Neofluar 10x/0.30 M27 objective) 
and 63x magnification (Plan- Apochromat 63x/1.4 Oil DIC M27 objective). Images 
were acquired using the Zen black software (Zeiss) and the image compositing 
was performed using the software Fiji (91).

Scanning Electron Microscopy of Putative AOM Consortia in Sediments 
and Carbonates. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy- dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) of ANME- SRB consortia immobilized on white polycarbonate 
filters were performed and correlated with optical microscopy. Additionally, sedi-
ment from each of the source sediments was filtered onto 0.2- µm EMD Millipore 
white polycarbonate filters (Code GTTP). These sediment samples and the rock 
thin section hybridized with DAPI/FISH were Pd- coated (10 nm thickness) using 
a Cressington Sputter Coater 208HR and examined using a Zeiss 1550VP Field 
Emission SEM equipped with an Oxford INCA Energy 300 X- ray EDS system. 
After SEM image acquisition, EDS mapping of AOM consortia was performed 
to characterize the spatial distribution of associated mineral phases. EDS point 
spectra were also collected to characterize the compositional range of consortium- 
adhered phases along with discrete particles from the sediment samples from 
which AOM consortia were extracted, allowing a comparison between consortium- 
attached silica phases and silicates not associated with consortia. SEM images 
were acquired using an electron beam energy of 10 eV and EDS mapping and 
spectra were acquired with an electron beam of 15 eV. Statistical analysis of EDS- 
acquired compositional data was performed in R.

TEM Analysis of AOM Consortia in Sediment- free Enrichment Cultures. 
ANME- SRB consortia from our sediment- free enrichments were embedded in 
hydrophilic resin following published protocols (90) and sectioned using a Leica 
Ultracut UCT ultramicrotome fitted with a diamond knife. Sections were stained 
using the contrasting agent osmium tetraoxide and subsequently imaged at the 
UC San Diego NCMIR facility using a FEI Spirit transmission electron microscope 
operated at 120 kV with a Tietz TemCam F224 2 K by 2 K CCD camera.D
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FIB- EDS. A cross- section of an ANME- SRB consortium recovered directly from 
seep sediment and identified by FISH was prepared using a focused Ga+ ion 
beam (FEI Nova- 600) at the Kavli Nanoscience Institute at Caltech, followed by 
EDS analysis of the FIB- sectioned consortium to acquire cross- sectional composi-
tional variability of AOM consortium- attached silicates and consortium interiors.

ICP- MS. ICP- MS analysis was performed on an Agilent 8800 ICP- MS. 11B, 27Al, 
43Ca and 44Ca were measured in no gas mode. 27Al, 28Si, 44Ca, and 56Fe were 
measured in oxygen gas mode via MSMS by detecting the oxide product at 16 
m/z above the parent ion. Analyses of elements via different isotopes or analysis 
modes were consistent. Mixed elemental standards for ICP- MS were prepared by 
diluting 100 µL of the standard media to a final volume of 5 mL by a combination 
of elemental stock standards (Sigma- Aldrich) and 5% nitric acid in purified Type 
I water. Samples were prepared for ICP- MS analysis by diluting 100 µL of each 
sample to 5 mL using 5% nitric acid. This approach enabled determination of 
the measured elements via a standard addition analysis with accurate matrix 
matching. The slope of the response was then used to determine concentrations 
in the various incubated media samples.

Preparation of Mineral Stability Diagrams. We produced stability plots using 
the Geochemist Workbench software (Release 17) coupled with manual user 
guidance for mineral selection and equilibrium constants edits as needed. We 
included different mineral types that could be in equilibrium with log {Al3+} 
(−6.958) in the solution: clay minerals (beidellite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, 
and illite), feldspar minerals (albite and anorthite), chlorite minerals (chamosite 
and clinochlore), and quartz (amorphous and crystalline). The following are the 
log activities for the other ions used as constant values in the predominance 
diagram: log {Ca2+} = −3.488, log {Mg2+} = −1.963, log {Na+} = −0.475, 
log {K+} = −2.204, log {Fe+} = −6.699, log {Mn2+} = −2.586, and log {Cl−} = 
−0.408. Consistent with the reported value for seawater, the calculated ionic 
strength was 0.68 M, considering all ions in the media. We considered that the 
pE of the solution of the solution was poised by the biological methane oxidation, 
leading to calculated pE values ranging from −3.64 at pH 6.5 to −6.14 at pH 9.0.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All data and custom scripts were 
collected and stored using Git version control. Code for raw data processing, anal-
ysis, and figure generation is available in the GitHub repository (https://github.

com/daniosro/Si_biomineralization_ANME_SRB) (92). All other data are included 
in the manuscript and/or supporting information.
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